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What comes next?

• Open question!

• Much R&D: 

- FCC? (e+e–, then pp)

- ILC, CLIC? (e+e–)

- Muon Collider? (µ+µ–)
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MUON COOLING, MUON COLLIDERS,
AND THE MICE EXPERIMENT⇤†

Daniel M. Kaplan‡ , Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL 60616, USA
on behalf of the MAP and MICE collaborations

Abstract
Muon colliders and neutrino factories are attractive op-

tions for future facilities aimed at achieving the highest
lepton-antilepton collision energies and precision measure-
ments of parameters of the Higgs boson and the neutrino
mixing matrix. The performance and cost of these de-
pend on how well a beam of muons can be cooled. Recent
progress in muon cooling design studies and prototype tests
nourishes the hope that such facilities can be built during
the coming decade. The status of the key technologies and
their various demonstration experiments is summarized.

MUON COLLIDERS AND NEUTRINO
FACTORIES

Discussed since the 1960s [1, 2], muon colliders (Fig. 1)
are now reaching the threshold at which their construc-
tion can be realistically contemplated. Their interest stems
from the important advantages over electrons that muons
confer for high-energy lepton colliders: suppression of
radiative processes by the 200-times greater mass of the
muon, enabling the use of storage rings and recirculating
accelerators, and of “beamstrahlung” interactions, which
limit e+e�-collider luminosity as energy increases [3].
The smaller size of a muon collider (Fig. 2) eases the
siting issues and suggests that the cost will be less as
well. Furthermore, the muon/electron cross-section ratio
for s-channel annihilation to Higgs bosons, (mµ/me)2 =
4.3 ⇥ 104, gives the muon collider unique access to pre-
cision Higgs measurements [4, 5, 6, 7]. For example, at
the ⇡ 126 GeV/c2 mass measured by ATLAS and CMS [8],
only a muon collider can directly the observe the (4 MeV)
width and lineshape of a Standard Model Higgs boson [4]
(see Fig. 3). Furthermore, should the Higgs have closely
spaced supersymmetric partner states at higher mass, only
a muon collider has the mass resolution required to distin-
guish them. (The same argument applies as well to closely
spaced scalar states in any other new-physics scenario.)

The neutrino factory (Fig. 1) is a newer idea [9]. A
muon storage ring is an ideal source for long-baseline
neutrino-oscillation experiments: via µ� ! e�⌫µ⌫e and
µ+ ! e+⌫µ⌫e, it can provide collimated, high-energy neu-
trino beams with well-understood composition and proper-
ties. The clean identification of final-state muons in far de-
tectors enables low-background appearance measurements
using ⌫e and ⌫e beams. Distinguishing oscillated from non-
oscillated events requires a magnetized detector: if µ� are

⇤To appear in Proc. COOL’13 Workshop, Mürren, Switzerland, 10–14
June 2013.

† Work supported by the U.S. DOE and NSF.
‡ kaplan@iit.edu
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July 11, 2012 Muon Accelerator Program DoE Review (FNAL, August 29–31, 2012) (3)

Figure 1: (top) Muon collider and (bottom) neutrino fac-
tory schematic diagrams.

FNAL site

(3 TeV)

Figure 2: Collider sizes compared with FNAL site. A muon
collider with

p
s > 3TeV fits on existing sites.

stored in the ring, the oscillated events contain µ+, and
vice versa if µ+ are stored. Now that a non-zero ✓13 neu-
trino mixing angle has been measured [10], observing or
ruling out neutrino CP violation becomes the sine qua non
of neutrino physics, from which the needed neutrino fac-
tory performance follows. For this physics, the neutrino
factory has been shown to be superior to all other facil-
ities [11]. A staged plan proceeding through a series of
neutrino factories and muon colliders is under develop-
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L.M. Lederman, M. Schwartz, J. Steinberger (1988)
M.L. Perl (1995)
M. Kobayashi & T. Maskawa (2008)

F. Englert & P.W. Higgs (2013)
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• Energy frontier 

- goal:  world’s highest energy density

o pack the most energy into the tiniest space, to make  
(via E = mc2) and discover new particles

- problem:  LHC uses protons, made of quarks & gluons
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• Energy frontier 

- a lepton collider thus provides a cleaner 
environment than a hadron collider, and requires 
less energy

- but:  electrons lose energy (by radiating X rays) 
when deflected around a circle by magnets

- solution:  linear electron-positron colliders!
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- a lepton collider thus provides a cleaner 
environment than a hadron collider, and requires 
less energy

- but:  electrons lose energy (by radiating X rays) 
when deflected around a circle by magnets

- solution:  linear electron-positron colliders!

o but:  then each particle passes through  
each radio-frequency accelerating cavity  
only once, and can collide only once

➡expensive way to accelerate and  
collide leptons
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E.g., Proposed CLIC @ CERN
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How to Do Better?
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Muon Accelerators?
• (First, what’s a muon?
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- an unstable, heavy “cousin” of the electron

- very penetrating:  

o Alvarez famously used them to “x-ray” the 2nd Pyramid of 
Gizeh (see e.g. http://www2.lns.mit.edu/fisherp/AlvarezPyramids.pdf)

o also proposed for cargo scanning

- the predominant component of cosmic radiation at sea 
level

o dozens of muons pass harmlessly through our bodies every 
second

- decay into electrons, neutrinos, and antineutrinos)
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Muon Accelerators?
• Muons are 207 times as massive as electrons
- radiate less energy by factor (207)4 = 1.8 billion

⇒ can use circular muon accelerators & collider rings           !
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• But – muons unstable:  average lifetime = 2.2 µs ☹
- need to make the muons before accelerating them, and 

accelerate them as rapidly as possible
o once muons accelerated to high energy, relativistic time 

dilation lengthens their lifetime substantially:  τ = τ0 E/mc2
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Muon Accelerators?
• Muons are 207 times as massive as electrons
- radiate less energy by factor (207)4 = 1.8 billion

⇒ can use circular muon accelerators & collider rings           !

• But – muons unstable:  average lifetime = 2.2 µs ☹
- need to make the muons before accelerating them, and 

accelerate them as rapidly as possible
o once muons accelerated to high energy, relativistic time 

dilation lengthens their lifetime substantially:  τ = τ0 E/mc2

• And muons at production “go in all directions”

- need to “cool” the beam before acceleration              ☹

- to increase beam brightness and collider “luminosity”
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Muon Accelerators?

• Given solution to muon cooling problem  
(see below), muon accelerators could play  
3 important roles:

1. Precision “Higgs factory,”

2. Energy-frontier collider,

and, since muon decay makes neutrinos,

3. Uniquely powerful “Neutrino Factory”
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Muon Collider Concept
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Prepare high-intensity
(> MW) proton beam

Protons hit 
target, 
make pions; 
muons
captured & 
prepared
for cooling

Muon &  
antimuon  
beam bunches 
circulate & 
collide ~1000 
times before  
decaying

Muon & antimuon  
bunches accelerated  
via repeated traversal
of superconducting 
RF cavities

“6D” cooling (in the 
directions both 
transverse to & along 
the beam)
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1. Higgs Factory

• Role of Higgs boson in Standard Model:

- provide mechanism for some particles to be heavy 
and others to be light

- thus it couples more strongly to heavier particles

• Higgs boson discovered in 2012 in LHC pp 
collisions – now need to study it in detail

- µ+µ– annihilation to Higgs boson is ideal:  µ+µ– → h

- allows direct measurement of key properties –– 
mass, width, and line shape –– as well as decay 
probabilities to various final states

15Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20
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1. Higgs Factory
• Simulated scans of muon-collider energy 

across the Higgs-boson peak

- directly determine Higgs mass, line shape & width & 
precisely measure decay probabilities 

16Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20

 11 

the energy resolution, and of 0.048 fb and 0.15 fb for both the BES and ISR effects 
included. 

Signal and background effective cross sections at the resonance at a µ+µ- 
Collider of alternative (1) for the two main channels Ho → bbbar and Ho → WW∗ are 
displayed in Figure 8 with a beam energy resolution R = 0.003 % with ISR effects taken 
into account and SM branching fractions of 58% and 21%. The Ho → bbbar cross 
section is respectively 12 pb (5.6 pb with BES and ISR effects included) with a 
background of 20 pb and the Ho → WW∗ cross section is respectively 4.6 pb (2.1 pb 
with BES and ISR effects included) with a background of 0.051 pb. 

 
Figure 8.- Signal and background for H → bb and WW∗ at a energy resolution R = 

0.003%. folded with a Gaussian energy spread ∆ = 3.75 MeV and 0.05 fb-
1/step with detection efficiencies included.  

While the µ+µ- produced bbbar event rate is larger by about a factor three, the 
latter process has a Ho signal to background ratio of about 100:1. Its very narrow width 
and most of its decay channels may be compared with very high accuracy to the 
predictions of the SM. A remarkable and very demanding relative energy resolution R 
of the Ho signal is however required since, as already pointed out, the expected Ho 
width at √s = 125.5 GeV corresponds to a relative width R = 4.2 MeV/125.5 GeV = 3.3 
x 10-5. 

No doubt, better future mass determinations of the Ho will be performed already 
at the LHC. Accuracy of the order of ± 200 MeV may become reasonable. However as 
discussed later on, with µ+µ-, the actual value of its mass can be determined with a 
remarkable precision observing the (g – 2) precession frequency of polarized muon 
decays [20]. It may then be feasible to determine the experimental value of the mass 
of the Ho particle to of the order of 100 keV. 

The extensive studies with a µ+µ- Collider at √s = 125.5 GeV of alternative (1) 
are however not entirely sufficient in order to fully elucidate the underlying physics of 
the Ho. According to alternative (2), diagrams involving the production of single and 
double Ho in higher energy collisions should be detailed up to energies of the order of 
several hundred GeV, well beyond the √s = 125.5 GeV mark.  

The main production cross sections of these Higgs related diagrams (Figure 9) 
are the so-called Higgs-strahlung diagram, the W-boson fusion process and the top-
quark association. Double Higgs boson diagrams are generated mainly by the off-shell 

From C. Rubbia, “Further searches of the Higgs scalar sector at the ESS,” 
arXiv:1908.05664 (2019)
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2. Energy Frontier Muon Collider
• Muon Collider luminosity rises with energy

- unlike e+e–, which  
requires more  
electrical power  
(higher costs) the  
higher the energy

• Designs sketched up to 14 TeV (reusing LHC 
tunnel), exceeding FCC discovery reach

17Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20
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D. Neuffer and V. Shiltsev, "On the feasibility of a pulsed 14 TeV c.m.e. muon collider in the LHC tunnel,"
JINST 13 (2018 ) T10003

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/13/10/T10003
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MC Energy Limit?
• ∃ maximum MC energy?

- most of the muons decay in the collider ring

o many of the decay neutrinos reach the surface

o where they interact, they create hadrons

o interaction probability rises with neutrino energy

o neutrino intensity rises as neutrino-energy squared, falls 
inversely with storage-ring depth underground

- above ≈14 TeV, anyone living 24/7 at a neutrino  
“hotspot” would receive radiation dose near or above 
federal limit for general public

- potential ways to mitigate hazard:
18Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20

B.J. King, “Neutrino radiation challenges and proposed solutions for many TeV muon colliders,”  
AIP Conf. Proc. 530 (2000) 165 [hep-ex/0005006]. 

FIGURE 1. The decays of muons in a muon collider will produce a neutrino radiation disk

emanating out tangentially from the collider ring. Radiation hot spots in the disk will occur

directly downstream from straight sections in the collider ring.

µ− → νµ + νe + e−,

µ+ → νµ + νe + e+. (1)

The neutrino direction is tightly collimated to within a characteristic angle, θν , of
the decaying muon’s direction, where:

θν = 1/γµ =
mµc2

Eµ
≃

10−4

Eµ[TeV]
, (2)

for γµ the relativistic boost factor of the muon, mµ the muon rest mass, c the
speed of light and Eµ the muon energy. (Units are given in square brackets in
the equations throughout this paper.) The combined effect of all the muon decays
will be a disk of neutrinos emanating out in the plane of the collider ring (2), as
shown in figure 1. Straight sections in the ring will cause radiation hot spots in the
disk (1) where all of the decays in the straight section line up into a pencil beam
that is superimposed on the disk, again with a characteristic opening half-angle
for the cone of 1/γµ. As a notable contrast to all other radiation hazards, the
neutrino attenuation length is too long for the beam to be appreciably attenuated
by any practical amount of shielding material, including even the expanse of ground
between the collider ring and where the radiation disk breaks ground.
Example parameter sets for muon colliders that illustrate the radiation hazard

are given in table 1. The entries in the table will be referred to and explained
throughout this paper. For now, we note that the radiation doses may be compared
with the U.S. Federal off-site limit of 1 mSv/year or, in alternative units, 100
mrem/year. (The limit is comparable to typical background radiation levels of
0.4 to 4 mSv/year (3).) The radiation hazard is seen to rise sharply with muon
collider energy, increasing from a tiny fraction of the legal limit for the lower energy
colliders to well above the limit for the collider scenarios at 10 TeV and 100 TeV.

2

(not to scale)

https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0005006
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o where they interact, they create hadrons

o interaction probability rises with neutrino energy

o neutrino intensity rises as neutrino-energy squared, falls 
inversely with storage-ring depth underground

- above ≈14 TeV, anyone living 24/7 at a neutrino  
“hotspot” would receive radiation dose near or above 
federal limit for general public

- potential ways to mitigate hazard:

o minimize length of straight sections 

o use helical beam orbits to spread neutrino cones

o site facility on mountaintop, or on island far from 
residences (e.g., St. Croix)

- eventually a problem, but not for foreseeable future

B.J. King, “Neutrino radiation challenges and proposed solutions for many TeV muon colliders,”  
AIP Conf. Proc. 530 (2000) 165 [hep-ex/0005006]. 

https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0005006
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3. Neutrino Factory

• King’s realization (muon storage ring a prolific 
source of neutrinos) inspired Steve Geer to 
invent “Neutrino Factory”:

- cooled high-intensity muon storage ring with long 
straight sections

20Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20

S. Geer, “Neutrino beams from muon storage rings: Characteristics and physics potential,” 
Phys. Rev. D 57, 6989 (1998).
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NF and MC Compared
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~ 1021 ν/year to 
remote detectors

ℒ > 1034 /cm2/s

ECM  up to 10 TeV 
and beyond
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~ 1021 ν/year to 
remote detectors

ℒ > 1034 /cm2/s

ECM  up to 10 TeV 
and beyond
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NF and MC Compared

• Strong similarities! 

- both start with ~MW p beam on high-power tgt → π → µ,  
then cool, accelerate, & store

(1st 3 stages of NF reusable in MC)

21Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20

~ 1021 ν/year to 
remote detectors
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Fig. 7: Schematic drawing of the revision of the muon storage ring. The beam circulates in an anti-clockwise
direction. The production straight (at z ≥ 30 m) is composed of large aperture quadrupoles that produce the large
values of the betatron function required to minimise the divergence of the neutrino beam produced in muon decay.
The lattices of the arcs and return straight are based on the fixed-field accelerator (FFA) concept and allow a large
dynamic aperture to be maintained.

Fig. 8: General arrangement of infrastructure required for nuSTORM shown in brown (right) and the future far
detector site (left).

The MDR will below ground in a tunnel that will house the beam-line components will and incorporate282

a small cavern to house the pion absorber. A surface building for services and cryogenics is also required.283

4.7 Civil engineering284

A study of the civil engineering (CE) required for the implementation of nuSTORM has been carried out285

by the CERN’s SMB-SE Future Accelerator Studies section to identify design constraints and consider-286

ations in order to produce an outline CE design. The proposed location for nuSTORM is just north of287

CERN’s Meyrin site, entirely within France. The major CE elements required to implement nuSTORM288

are:289

– A 38 m long junction cavern to allow connection to the existing tunnel TT61;290

– A 545 m long extraction tunnel;291

– A target complex;292

– A 520 m circumference muon decay ring;293

– A near detector facility; and294

– Support buildings and infrastructure.295

The proposed design allows for the implementation of a far detector sited on CERN land at Point 2 of296

the Large Hadron Collider in Saint-Genis-Pouilly. The general arrangement is shown in Fig. 8.297

The ground conditions of the Geneva Basin are well understood and a large amount of information298

is available from previous ground investigations. The CE works will involve a significant length of299

tunnelling within the molasse Rock that consists of alternating strata of marls and sandstone. This rock300

is generally considered good for tunnelling. Underground structures would be mined in the molasse with301

overground structures founded within the Moraines above. The preliminary design has optimised the302
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NF and MC Compared
• Suggests natural upgrade path:

0.  Build “conventional” muon storage ring:  “nuSTORM”

o testbed for muon cooling R&D

o provide operational experience 
with stored-µ neutrino source

o measure νe cross sections with precision needed for  
DUNE & T2HK + very sensitive search for sterile neutrinos

1. Build Neutrino Factory

2. Upgrade to Higgs Factory

3. Upgrade to Energy-Frontier Muon Collider
22Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20

D. Adey et al. (nuSTORM Collaboration),
Phys. Rev. D 89, 071301(R) (2014)
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Muon Cooling

23Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20
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Muon Cooling
• Cooling = reducing the random motions of particles

24Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20
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Muon Cooling
• Cooling = reducing the random motions of particles
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Muon Cooling

• Various beam cooling techniques developed 
since 1970s to cool beams of antiprotons or 
ions (electron cooling, stochastic cooling, laser cooling)

- require the beam to circulate in a ring for minutes 
to hours

- far too slow for muons!

•
25Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20

• How cool muons in < microseconds???
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• How cool muons in < microseconds???

Muon Cooling
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• Solution proposed in 1970s by Budker, Skrinsky, 
Parkhomchuk, Balbekov, et al. at Budker Institute of 
Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, Russia:

26Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20

• How cool muons in < microseconds???

Muon Cooling

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-1958-9
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• Solution proposed in 1970s by Budker, Skrinsky, 
Parkhomchuk, Balbekov, et al. at Budker Institute of 
Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, Russia:

- elaborated at Fermilab, Brookhaven, and elsewhere

- now confirmed experimentally by the Muon Ionization 
Cooling Experiment (MICE):  
 
M. Bogomilov et al., “Demonstration of cooling by the Muon Ionization Cooling 
Experiment,” Nature 578, 53 (2020), www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-1958-9

26Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20

• How cool muons in < microseconds???

Ionization Cooling  

Muon Cooling

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-1958-9
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• Solution proposed in 1970s by Budker, Skrinsky, 
Parkhomchuk, Balbekov, et al. at Budker Institute of 
Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, Russia:

- elaborated at Fermilab, Brookhaven, and elsewhere

- now confirmed experimentally by the Muon Ionization 
Cooling Experiment (MICE):  
 

M. Bogomilov et al., “Demonstration of cooling by the Muon Ionization Cooling 
Experiment,” Nature 578, 53 (2020), www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-1958-9
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• How cool muons in < microseconds???

Muon Cooling

Ionization Cooling  

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-1958-9
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Ionization Cooling  

29Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20

4 Muons traverse 
low-Z (H, LiH,…) 
energy absorbers 

Collisions with 
muons knock 
electrons off of 
absorber atoms 

Muons lose energy, 
slowing down

5 Magnetic fields guide 
muons through radio-
frequency (RF) 
accelerating cavities 

Cavities restore energy 
along beam direction 

Muons lose energy in all 
directions, gain energy 
only in beam direction

”
“As process repeated, beam becomes more and 

more parallel, suitable for main accelerator
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Muon Cooling
• Cooling best thought of in terms of generalized beam 

size in 6-dimensional “phase space”:  “emittance” ε

30Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20

(3 position coordinates + 3 momentum coordinates = 6 dimensions)
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Muon Cooling
• Cooling best thought of in terms of generalized beam 

size in 6-dimensional “phase space”:  “emittance” ε
• Physics of multi-TeV lepton collisions calls for luminosity  

ℒ ~ 1034 events/cm2/s

30Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20

>

(3 position coordinates + 3 momentum coordinates = 6 dimensions)
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Muon Cooling
• Cooling best thought of in terms of generalized beam 

size in 6-dimensional “phase space”:  “emittance” ε
• Physics of multi-TeV lepton collisions calls for luminosity  

ℒ ~ 1034 events/cm2/s

• Higgs physics  
requires ℒ ~ 1032 
and ∆p/p ~ 10–5

30Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20

>

>

(3 position coordinates + 3 momentum coordinates = 6 dimensions)
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Muon Cooling
• Cooling best thought of in terms of generalized beam 

size in 6-dimensional “phase space”:  “emittance” ε
• Physics of multi-TeV lepton collisions calls for luminosity  

ℒ ~ 1034 events/cm2/s

• Higgs physics  
requires ℒ ~ 1032 
and ∆p/p ~ 10–5

• How to get there:  
(one scenario)

30Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20
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Muon Cooling
• Cooling best thought of in terms of generalized beam 

size in 6-dimensional “phase space”:  “emittance” ε
• Physics of multi-TeV lepton collisions calls for luminosity  

ℒ ~ 1034 events/cm2/s

• Higgs physics  
requires ℒ ~ 1032 
and ∆p/p ~ 10–5

• How to get there:  
(one scenario)

- must cool both 
ε⊥ and ε||
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Muon Cooling
• Cooling best thought of in terms of generalized beam 

size in 6-dimensional “phase space”:  “emittance” ε
• Physics of multi-TeV lepton collisions calls for luminosity  

ℒ ~ 1034 events/cm2/s

• Higgs physics  
requires ℒ ~ 1032 
and ∆p/p ~ 10–5

• How to get there:  
(one scenario)

- must cool both 
ε⊥ and ε||

- need factor ~106 in total 6D emittance reduction
30Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20
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Transverse Ionization Cooling
• Muons cool via ionization dE/dx in low-Z medium:

31Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20
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Transverse Ionization Cooling
• Muons cool via ionization dE/dx in low-Z medium:

Ionization Cooling:

• Two competing effects:

   – Absorbers: 
E E

dE
dx

s

space
rms

   – RF cavities between absorbers replace E
   – Net effect: reduction in p  at constant p , i.e., transverse cooling 

   X0   
(emittance change per unit length)

  dEdx

31Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20

dεn

ds
≈ −1

β2 ⟨
dEμ

d x ⟩ εn

Eμ
+ β⊥(13.6 MeV)2

2β3Eμmμc2X0

:

off nuclei
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Transverse Ionization Cooling
• Muons cool via ionization dE/dx in low-Z medium:

Ionization Cooling:

• Two competing effects:

   – Absorbers: 
E E

dE
dx

s

space
rms

   – RF cavities between absorbers replace E
   – Net effect: reduction in p  at constant p , i.e., transverse cooling 

   X0   
(emittance change per unit length)

  dEdx

• optimal 
working point 
is ≈ ionization 
minimum
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:

off nuclei
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Transverse Ionization Cooling
• Muons cool via ionization dE/dx in low-Z medium:

Ionization Cooling:

• Two competing effects:

   – Absorbers: 
E E

dE
dx

s

space
rms

   – RF cavities between absorbers replace E
   – Net effect: reduction in p  at constant p , i.e., transverse cooling 

   X0   
(emittance change per unit length)

  dEdx

• optimal 
working point 
is ≈ ionization 
minimum

• 2 competing  
effects 

 ⇒ equilibrium  
    emittance: 

 ε0 ∝ β⊥/ dE/ds X0
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• Work above ionization minimum  
to get negative feedback in pz?

How to cool in 6D?
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4 23. Passage of particles through matter
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Figure 23.3: Energy loss rate in liquid (bubble chamber) hydrogen, gaseous
helium, carbon, aluminum, tin, and lead.

(above which radiative effects dominate). R/M as a function of βγ = p/Mc is shown for
a variety of materials in Fig. 23.4.

For a particle with mass M and momentum Mβγc, Tmax is given by

Tmax =
2mec2 β2γ2

1 + 2γme/M + (me/M)2
. (23.2)

It is usual [4,5] to make the “low-energy” approximation
Tmax = 2mec2 β2γ2, valid for 2γme/M ≪ 1; this, in fact, is done implicitly in many
standard references. For a pion in copper, the error thus introduced into dE/dx is greater
than 6% at 100 GeV. The correct expression should be used.

At energies of order 100 GeV, the maximum 4-momentum transfer to the electron
can exceed 1 GeV/c, where structure effects significantly modify the cross sections. This
problem has been investigated by J.D. Jackson [6], who concluded that for hadrons (but
not for large nuclei) corrections to dE/dx are negligible below energies where radiative

April 17, 2001 08:58
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• Work above ionization minimum  
to get negative feedback in pz?

• No – ineffective due to “straggling”

How to cool in 6D?
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• Work above ionization minimum  
to get negative feedback in pz?

• No – ineffective due to “straggling”

⇒ cool longitudinally via emittance exchange:  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Energy loss probability distribution

straggling region
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• Work above ionization minimum  
to get negative feedback in pz?

• No – ineffective due to “straggling”

⇒ cool longitudinally via emittance exchange:  
 
 
 
 

• Cool ε⊥, exchange ε⊥ & ε|| → 6D cooling

How to cool in 6D?ADVANCES IN BEAM COOLING FOR MUON COLLIDERS * 

R. P. Johnson
#
, Muons Inc., Batavia, IL 60510, U.S.A. 

Y. S. Derbenev, Jefferson Lab, Newport News, VA 23606, U.S.A.

Abstract 
 A six-dimensional (6D) ionization cooling channel 

based on helical magnets surrounding RF cavities filled 

with dense hydrogen gas is the basis for the latest plans 

for muon colliders.  This helical cooling channel (HCC) 

has solenoidal, helical dipole, and helical quadrupole 

magnetic fields, where emittance exchange is achieved by 

using a continuous homogeneous absorber.  Momentum-

dependent path length differences in the dense hydrogen 

energy absorber provide the required correlation between 

momentum and ionization loss to accomplish longitudinal 

cooling.  Recent studies of an 800 MHz RF cavity 

pressurized with hydrogen, as would be used in this 

application, show that the maximum gradient is not 

limited by a large external magnetic field, unlike vacuum 

cavities.  Two new cooling ideas, Parametric-resonance 

Ionization Cooling and Reverse Emittance Exchange, will 

be employed to further reduce transverse emittances to a 

few mm-mr, which allows high luminosity with fewer 

muons than previously imagined.  We describe these new 

ideas as well as a new precooling idea based on a HCC 

with z dependent fields that is being developed for an 

exceptional 6D cooling demonstration experiment.  The 

status of the designs, simulations, and tests of the cooling 

components for a high luminosity, low emittance muon 

collider will be reviewed. 

INTRODUCTION 

New developments have revived the hopes generated 

by the pioneering work of Skrinsky and Parkhomchuk [1].  

The enthusiasm that existed 10 years ago for a muon 

collider was dampened by the failure to come up with a 

credible scheme to achieve fast longitudinal cooling.  

Consequently, the idea that a neutrino factory based on a 

muon storage ring would be an easier first step toward a 

muon collider, has meant that efforts for the last 10 years 

have been focused on neutrino factory designs [2,3].  But 

the large number of muons required for a factory has led 

to large emittance accumulation and storage schemes 

rather than the small 6D emittances needed for a collider.   

Recently, many advantages of small 6D emittance for a 

collider have become apparent [4], where, for example, 

the cost of muon acceleration can be reduced by using the 

high frequency RF structures being developed for the 

International Linear Collider (ILC).  We believe that the 

muon collider has now become an upgrade path for the 

ILC or its natural evolution if the LHC finds that the ILC 

energy is too low or its cost is too great. 

Effective 6D cooling and the recirculating of muons in 

the same RF structures that are used for the proton driver 

may enable a powerful new way to feed a storage ring for 

a neutrino factory [5].  This would put neutrino factory 

and muon collider development on a common path. 

IONIZATION COOLING TECHNIQUES 

Emittance Exchange with Continuous Absorber  

The simple idea that emittance exchange can occur in a 

practical homogeneous absorber without shaped edges 

followed from the observation that RF cavities 

pressurized with a low Z gas are possible [6].  Figure 1 is 

a schematic description of the new approach. 

 

 

 

 

 

HCC  

Effective 6D cooling (simulations: cooling factor 

50,000 in 150 m) 

Figure 1: LEFT: Older Wedge Absorber Technique 

RIGHT: Proposed Homogeneous Absorber Technique 

where dispersion causes higher energy particles to have 

longer path length and thus more ionization energy loss.       

 
Figure 2: Simulation results of a series of 4 pressurized 

HCC segments which are matched to the beam by having 

smaller cavities and stronger fields as the beam cools.  
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- use “dispersion” 
(spread muons apart 
magnetically) to 
correlate momentum 
with position

- wedge absorbers then 
equalize momenta [Figure courtesy Muons, Inc.]

Energy loss probability distribution

straggling region

David Neuffer, “μ+μ− Colliders,” CERN-YELLOW-99-12
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µ beam 
~200 MeV/c

TOF 4T spectrometer I

Cooling cell (~10%) 
ß = 5–45 cm, LH2, RF

4T spectrometer II

TOF 
Calorimeters 

SciFi solenoidal spectrometers 
measure emittance to 1‰ 
(muon by muon)

(as proposed)

SciFi solenoidal spectrometers 
measure emittance to 1‰  
(muon by muon) 

• International Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment at 
UK’s Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL)

• Flexibility to test several  
absorber materials &  
optics schemes 
 

• Status:  data-taking complete, 1st results published,  
            further analyses in progress
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• International 
collaboration 
of >100 
scientists and 
engineers, 
from >30 
institutions in 
11 countries
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―  NSF and DoE from USA 
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Community, Institutional Funding in Bulgaria, Netherlands, Serbia 
―  Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, Chinese Academy of 

Sciences, institutional funding South Korea 

MICE Results, NUFACT 2018, 16 August 2018  
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Principles of MICE
• Cost-effective:  uses minimal cooling channel

- proposed one cooling cell → ~10% cooling effect

o in the end we built only a single “absorber–focus-coil” 
module → ~5% cooling effect

• Measure emittance with 0.1% precision

- allows even small cooling effects near equilibrium 
emittance to be well measured

 ⇒ need to measure muon beam one muon at a time!  
    (unlike typical accelerator-experiment ~10% precision)

• Vary all parameters to explore full 
performance range & validate simulation tools

35Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20
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Key Questions

• Can we safely operate liquid hydrogen absorbers? 

• Can we operate such a tightly packed lattice?

• Do we see the expected emittance change?

• Do we see the expected beam transmission? 

36Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20
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• Typical optics vs. z: • Beam behavior vs. z:
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the configuration of the experiment. The red rectangles represent the coils
of the spectrometer solenoids and focus coil. The individual coils of the spectrometer solenoids are labelled
E1, C, E2, M1 and M2. The various detectors (time-of-flight hodoscopes [18, 19], Cerenkov counters [20],
scintillating-fibre trackers [21], KLOE Light (KL) calorimeter [22, 23], and Electron Muon Ranger (EMR) [24])
are also represented.

The emittance is measured upstream and downstream of the absorber and focus-coil using scintillating-fibre
tracking detectors [21] immersed in the solenoidal field provided by three superconducting coils (E1, C, E2).
The trackers are used to reconstruct the trajectories of individual muons at the entrance and exit of the absorber.70

The trackers are each constructed from 5 planar stations of scintillating fibres. The track parameters are reported
at the nominal reference plane; the surface of the scintillating-fibre plane closest to the absorber/focus-coil
module [28]. The reconstructed tracks are combined with information from instrumentation upstream and
downstream of the spectrometer modules to measure the muon-beam emittance at the upstream and downstream
tracker reference planes. The instrumentation up- and downstream of the spectrometer modules is used to select75

a pure sample of muons. The spectrometer-solenoid modules also contain two superconducting ‘matching’ coils
(M1, M2) that are used to match the optics between the uniform-field region and the neighbouring focus-coil.

4 MICE Muon Beam line

The MICE Muon Beam line (MMB), shown schematically in figure 2, is capable of delivering beams with
normalised transverse emittance in the range 3  "N  10mm and mean momentum in the range 140  pµ 80

240MeV/c with a root-mean-squared (RMS) momentum spread of ⇠20 MeV/c [22] after the diffuser (figure 1).
The diffuser is situated at the entrance of the upstream spectrometer module and was used to generate a range
of emittance. It consisted of tungsten and brass irises of various thickness and was operated pneumatically.

Pions produced by the momentary insertion of a titanium target [25, 26] into the ISIS proton beam are
captured using a quadrupole triplet (Q1–3) and transported to a first dipole magnet (D1), which selects particles85

of a desired momentum bite into the 5 T decay solenoid (DS). Muons produced in pion decay in the DS are
momentum-selected using a second dipole magnet (D2) and focused onto the diffuser by a quadrupole channel
(Q4–6 and Q7–9). In positive-beam running, a borated polyethylene absorber of variable thickness is inserted
into the beam just downstream of the decay solenoid to suppress the high rate of protons that are produced at
the target [29].90

The composition and momentum spectra of the beams delivered to MICE are determined by the interplay
between the two bending magnets D1 and D2. In ‘muon mode’, D2 is set to half the current of D1, selecting
backward-going muons in the pion rest frame and producing an almost pure muon beam.

Data were taken in October 2015 in muon mode at a nominal momentum of 200 MeV/c, with ISIS in opera-

3

Absorber 
(LH2, LiH, or CH2)
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• Typical optics vs. z: • Beam behavior vs. z:
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the configuration of the experiment. The red rectangles represent the coils
of the spectrometer solenoids and focus coil. The individual coils of the spectrometer solenoids are labelled
E1, C, E2, M1 and M2. The various detectors (time-of-flight hodoscopes [18, 19], Cerenkov counters [20],
scintillating-fibre trackers [21], KLOE Light (KL) calorimeter [22, 23], and Electron Muon Ranger (EMR) [24])
are also represented.

The emittance is measured upstream and downstream of the absorber and focus-coil using scintillating-fibre
tracking detectors [21] immersed in the solenoidal field provided by three superconducting coils (E1, C, E2).
The trackers are used to reconstruct the trajectories of individual muons at the entrance and exit of the absorber.70

The trackers are each constructed from 5 planar stations of scintillating fibres. The track parameters are reported
at the nominal reference plane; the surface of the scintillating-fibre plane closest to the absorber/focus-coil
module [28]. The reconstructed tracks are combined with information from instrumentation upstream and
downstream of the spectrometer modules to measure the muon-beam emittance at the upstream and downstream
tracker reference planes. The instrumentation up- and downstream of the spectrometer modules is used to select75

a pure sample of muons. The spectrometer-solenoid modules also contain two superconducting ‘matching’ coils
(M1, M2) that are used to match the optics between the uniform-field region and the neighbouring focus-coil.

4 MICE Muon Beam line

The MICE Muon Beam line (MMB), shown schematically in figure 2, is capable of delivering beams with
normalised transverse emittance in the range 3  "N  10mm and mean momentum in the range 140  pµ 80

240MeV/c with a root-mean-squared (RMS) momentum spread of ⇠20 MeV/c [22] after the diffuser (figure 1).
The diffuser is situated at the entrance of the upstream spectrometer module and was used to generate a range
of emittance. It consisted of tungsten and brass irises of various thickness and was operated pneumatically.

Pions produced by the momentary insertion of a titanium target [25, 26] into the ISIS proton beam are
captured using a quadrupole triplet (Q1–3) and transported to a first dipole magnet (D1), which selects particles85

of a desired momentum bite into the 5 T decay solenoid (DS). Muons produced in pion decay in the DS are
momentum-selected using a second dipole magnet (D2) and focused onto the diffuser by a quadrupole channel
(Q4–6 and Q7–9). In positive-beam running, a borated polyethylene absorber of variable thickness is inserted
into the beam just downstream of the decay solenoid to suppress the high rate of protons that are produced at
the target [29].90

The composition and momentum spectra of the beams delivered to MICE are determined by the interplay
between the two bending magnets D1 and D2. In ‘muon mode’, D2 is set to half the current of D1, selecting
backward-going muons in the pion rest frame and producing an almost pure muon beam.

Data were taken in October 2015 in muon mode at a nominal momentum of 200 MeV/c, with ISIS in opera-
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The emittance is measured upstream and downstream of the absorber and focus-coil using scintillating-fibre
tracking detectors [21] immersed in the solenoidal field provided by three superconducting coils (E1, C, E2).
The trackers are used to reconstruct the trajectories of individual muons at the entrance and exit of the absorber.70

The trackers are each constructed from 5 planar stations of scintillating fibres. The track parameters are reported
at the nominal reference plane; the surface of the scintillating-fibre plane closest to the absorber/focus-coil
module [28]. The reconstructed tracks are combined with information from instrumentation upstream and
downstream of the spectrometer modules to measure the muon-beam emittance at the upstream and downstream
tracker reference planes. The instrumentation up- and downstream of the spectrometer modules is used to select75
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(M1, M2) that are used to match the optics between the uniform-field region and the neighbouring focus-coil.
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240MeV/c with a root-mean-squared (RMS) momentum spread of ⇠20 MeV/c [22] after the diffuser (figure 1).
The diffuser is situated at the entrance of the upstream spectrometer module and was used to generate a range
of emittance. It consisted of tungsten and brass irises of various thickness and was operated pneumatically.

Pions produced by the momentary insertion of a titanium target [25, 26] into the ISIS proton beam are
captured using a quadrupole triplet (Q1–3) and transported to a first dipole magnet (D1), which selects particles85
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(Q4–6 and Q7–9). In positive-beam running, a borated polyethylene absorber of variable thickness is inserted
into the beam just downstream of the decay solenoid to suppress the high rate of protons that are produced at
the target [29].90

The composition and momentum spectra of the beams delivered to MICE are determined by the interplay
between the two bending magnets D1 and D2. In ‘muon mode’, D2 is set to half the current of D1, selecting
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Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment 
❏  Cooling Channel with Partial Return Yoke 

MICE Results, NUFACT 2018, 16 August 2018  
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What It Does

39Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20  35

Experimental set up

Measure muon 
position and 
momentum 
downstream

Measure muon 
position and 
momentum
upstream

Cool the muon 
beam using 
LiH, LH2, or 
polyethylene 

wedge 
absorbers

Beam 
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Beam Characterization

40Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20

• Muon-beam emittance determined from measured 
individual-muon positions & momenta
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Beam Characterization

40Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20

εn =
4 |Σ4D |

mc

• Muon-beam emittance determined from measured 
individual-muon positions & momenta

- 4D transverse phase-space of muons: (x, px, y, py )

→ normalized RMS transverse emittance:  
  Σ4: 4D covariance matrix  
  of coordinates
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Beam Characterization
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13 

Measurement of beam emittance 

MICE Results, NUFACT 2018, 16 August 2018  

❏  Single particle reconstruction: creates virtual beams by 
performing ensemble of all particles 

❏  4D-phase space of particles:  
❏  Normalised RMS transverse emittance: εT =

Σ4D4

mc

(x, px, y, py )

Volume of 4D  
phase-space  
ellipsoid 

Reconstructed phase space  
shows coupling of different  
variables for emittance 
calculation

4D covariance  
matrix: Σ4D

❏  Ionization cooling implies reduction of 
transverse emittance after absorber 

εn =
4 |Σ4D |

mc

• Muon-beam emittance determined from measured 
individual-muon positions & momenta

- 4D transverse phase-space of muons: (x, px, y, py )

→ normalized RMS transverse emittance:  
  Σ4: 4D covariance matrix  
  of coordinates

(phase-space distributions x-py &  
y-px correlated due to solenoid optics)
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mc

• Muon-beam emittance determined from measured 
individual-muon positions & momenta

- 4D transverse phase-space of muons: (x, px, y, py )

→ normalized RMS transverse emittance:  
  Σ4: 4D covariance matrix  
  of coordinates

(phase-space distributions x-py &  
y-px correlated due to solenoid optics)

- give εn vs. pz in  
typical (“3 mm”)  
beam setting
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Cooling Measurements
• Since we know each muon’s coordinates, can 

compute individual-muon amplitudes

- 4D distance of each muon from beam center

- more informative than emittance

41Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20

Poincaré sections (upstream)
6-mm 140-MeV/c beam – flip mode – LiH

Yağmur Torun Phase Space in MICE – NuFact – Aug 13, 2018

Upstream
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Poincaré sections (downstream)
6-mm 140-MeV/c beam – flip mode – LiH

Yağmur Torun Phase Space in MICE – NuFact – Aug 13, 2018

Downstream
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Cooling Measurements
• Since we know each muon’s coordinates, can 

compute individual-muon amplitudes

- 4D distance of each muon from beam center

- more informative than emittance
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Poincaré sections (downstream)
6-mm 140-MeV/c beam – flip mode – LiH

Yağmur Torun Phase Space in MICE – NuFact – Aug 13, 2018

Downstream

• Note cooling of beam core

- and scraping of tails
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Change in Amplitude Distribution

• No absorber → no change in number of core muons 
• With absorber → increase in number of core muons
• Bigger initial emittance (beam size) → bigger increase

➡ cooling signal 
43Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20

  57

Change in amplitude distribution

 No absorber → no change in number of core muons

 With absorber → increase in number of core muons
 Cooling signal

Upstream

Downstream

Upstream
amplitude
Downstream
amplitude

Initial emittance (mm)  
& momentum (MeV/c)
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Ratio of Amplitude Distributions

• Core density increase for LH2 and LiH absorber → cooling 
• More cooling for higher initial emittances

➡ observed cooling signal agrees with simulation
44Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20
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Key Questions

• Can we safely operate liquid hydrogen absorbers? 

• Can we operate such a tightly packed lattice?

• Do we see the expected emittance change?

• Do we see the expected beam transmission? 

45Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20
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(More detailed presentation on MICE by Yagmur Torun at 
Fermilab Accelerator Physics and Technology Seminar, 3/2/20)
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Conclusions
• 1021 ν/year Neutrino Factory feasible 
→ most sensitive way to study neutrino mixing? 
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S. Choubey et al. [IDS-NF collaboration],  
Interim Design Report, Nova Science Publishers,  
Inc. (2011), arXiv:1112.2853 [hep-ex]

http://arxiv.org/abs/1112.2853v1
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• High-luminosity Muon Collider looks feasible

- buildable as Neutrino Factory upgrade 

- Higgs Factory could be important step on the way!

• First results from MICE validate efficacy of ionization 
cooling; more detailed results on the way

- eliminate last in-principle obstacle to high-brightness  
muon accelerators

➡such machines can be designed & built with confidence
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Also – 1st 6D cooling test:
• Aspects of 6D cooling / emittance exchange tested 

by inserting wedge absorbers in MICE

• MICE data with 45° polyethylene wedge: 

- test reverse 
emittance  
exchange
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Reverse emittance exchange  
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Simulation Simulation
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Reverse emittance exchange
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Cooling mainly transverse
in a linear channel
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for emittance exchange

Yağmur Torun Phase Space in MICE – NuFact – Aug 13, 2018
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spread while  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increase collider 
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1. High-power (up to 4 MW) p beam

- Hg jet feasible [MERIT@CERN, 2007]

Muon Accelerator 
Technical Challenges

e.g., SNS, ESS,  
PIP II SC Linac
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* and target

Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20
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3. Rapid acceleration

- Linac–RLAs–(FFAGs)–RCS [EMMA@DL, 2011]

4. High storage-ring bending field (to maximize # 
cycles before decay) and small β⊥, for high ℒ
- Solutions devised by MAP (FNAL), B ~ 10 T, β⊥ ~ 1 cm
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absorbers RF cavitiesalternating solenoids
FOFO Snake

Y. Alexahin, FNAL

• Tricky beam dynamics:  must handle dispersion, 
angular momentum, nonlinearity, chromaticity, & 
non-isochronous beam transport

Helical Cooling Channel

Muons, Inc. & FNAL
!

• 3 types of solutions found viable in simulation:

How to cool in 6D?

51Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20

BNL & FNAL

TOP VIEW 

SIDE VIEW 

Rectilinear FOFO

- FOFO Snake can cool both signs at once but may be 
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- FOFO Snake can cool both signs at once but may be 
limited in β⊥,min ⇒ may be best for initial 6D cooling

- HCC may be most compact

- Performance limits of each not yet clear, nor which 
is most cost-effective

How to cool in 6D?

52Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20

absorbers RF cavitiesalternating solenoids
FOFO Snake

Y. Alexahin, FNAL

Helical Cooling Channel

Muons, Inc. & FNAL
!BNL & FNAL

TOP VIEW 

SIDE VIEW 

Rectilinear FOFO

• 3 types of solutions found viable in simulation:
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Beyond 6D Cooling

µ

Energy loss

p

Acceleration

Figure 2: Transverse ionization cooling (top) works by shrinking the muon momentum
vector with energy loss in absorbers (left) and restoring the longitudinal component with
accelerating sections (right). Longitudinal cooling can be achieved using wedge absorbers
in a dispersive region (bottom) or other configurations with momentum-dependent path-
length through the energy absorbers.

4 Ionization cooling

Ionization cooling appears to be the only practical option available for muon beams due to

the short muon proper lifetime (2.2µs). While conceptually simple (see Fig. 2), it presents

some challenges. The evolution of normalized transverse emittance ✏ of a muon beam as

a function of distance s in a magnetic channel with an absorber medium is given by
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where � and E are the average muon speed and energy, ⌅dE/ds⇧ denotes the (magnitude

of) average energy loss and the equilibrium emittance ✏0 is given by
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where X0 denotes the radiation length. ✏0 is directly proportional to the focusing length

��, or inversely proportional to the magnetic field. Thus, e⇥cient cooling (large d✏/ds)

requires strong magnetic fields around the RF cavities in the front end and cooling channel,

up to 6T in the scenarios currently considered for a Muon Collider.

3

53

D.	Turrioni	et	al.,	IEEE	Trans.	Appl.	
Supercon.	19,	3057	(2009)

• To reach ≤25 µm transverse emittance, must go 
beyond 6D cooling schemes shown above

• One approach (Palmer “Final Cooling”):

- cool transversely  
with B ~ 30 T at  
low momentum

- gives lower β  
& higher dE/dx:  
 

• Lower-B options under study as well (Derbenev 
PIC, REmEx, lithium lenses)

Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20
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Figure 23.3: Energy loss rate in liquid (bubble chamber) hydrogen, gaseous
helium, carbon, aluminum, tin, and lead.

(above which radiative effects dominate). R/M as a function of βγ = p/Mc is shown for
a variety of materials in Fig. 23.4.

For a particle with mass M and momentum Mβγc, Tmax is given by

Tmax =
2mec2 β2γ2

1 + 2γme/M + (me/M)2
. (23.2)

It is usual [4,5] to make the “low-energy” approximation
Tmax = 2mec2 β2γ2, valid for 2γme/M ≪ 1; this, in fact, is done implicitly in many
standard references. For a pion in copper, the error thus introduced into dE/dx is greater
than 6% at 100 GeV. The correct expression should be used.

At energies of order 100 GeV, the maximum 4-momentum transfer to the electron
can exceed 1 GeV/c, where structure effects significantly modify the cross sections. This
problem has been investigated by J.D. Jackson [6], who concluded that for hadrons (but
not for large nuclei) corrections to dE/dx are negligible below energies where radiative

April 17, 2001 08:58
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Beyond 6D Cooling

µ
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Figure 2: Transverse ionization cooling (top) works by shrinking the muon momentum
vector with energy loss in absorbers (left) and restoring the longitudinal component with
accelerating sections (right). Longitudinal cooling can be achieved using wedge absorbers
in a dispersive region (bottom) or other configurations with momentum-dependent path-
length through the energy absorbers.

4 Ionization cooling

Ionization cooling appears to be the only practical option available for muon beams due to

the short muon proper lifetime (2.2µs). While conceptually simple (see Fig. 2), it presents

some challenges. The evolution of normalized transverse emittance ✏ of a muon beam as

a function of distance s in a magnetic channel with an absorber medium is given by
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(✏� ✏0) (1)

where � and E are the average muon speed and energy, ⌅dE/ds⇧ denotes the (magnitude

of) average energy loss and the equilibrium emittance ✏0 is given by
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where X0 denotes the radiation length. ✏0 is directly proportional to the focusing length

��, or inversely proportional to the magnetic field. Thus, e⇥cient cooling (large d✏/ds)

requires strong magnetic fields around the RF cavities in the front end and cooling channel,

up to 6T in the scenarios currently considered for a Muon Collider.
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• To reach ≤25 µm transverse emittance, must go 
beyond 6D cooling schemes shown above

• One approach (Palmer “Final Cooling”):

- cool transversely  
with B ~ 30 T at  
low momentum

- gives lower β  
& higher dE/dx:  
 

• Lower-B options under study as well (Derbenev 
PIC, REmEx, lithium lenses)
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Figure 23.3: Energy loss rate in liquid (bubble chamber) hydrogen, gaseous
helium, carbon, aluminum, tin, and lead.

(above which radiative effects dominate). R/M as a function of βγ = p/Mc is shown for
a variety of materials in Fig. 23.4.

For a particle with mass M and momentum Mβγc, Tmax is given by

Tmax =
2mec2 β2γ2

1 + 2γme/M + (me/M)2
. (23.2)

It is usual [4,5] to make the “low-energy” approximation
Tmax = 2mec2 β2γ2, valid for 2γme/M ≪ 1; this, in fact, is done implicitly in many
standard references. For a pion in copper, the error thus introduced into dE/dx is greater
than 6% at 100 GeV. The correct expression should be used.

At energies of order 100 GeV, the maximum 4-momentum transfer to the electron
can exceed 1 GeV/c, where structure effects significantly modify the cross sections. This
problem has been investigated by J.D. Jackson [6], who concluded that for hadrons (but
not for large nuclei) corrections to dE/dx are negligible below energies where radiative
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Higgs Factory Cooling
• µ+µ– Higgs Factory requires  

exquisite energy precision:
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Higgs Factory Cooling
• µ+µ– Higgs Factory requires  

exquisite energy precision:

 - use µ+µ– → h s-channel  
resonance, dE/E ≈  
0.003% ≈ Γh  = 4 MeVSM
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Higgs Factory Cooling
• µ+µ– Higgs Factory requires  

exquisite energy precision:

 - use µ+µ– → h s-channel  
resonance, dE/E ≈  
0.003% ≈ Γh  = 4 MeV

⇒omit final cooling

 - 10–6 energy calib. via 
(g – 2)µ spin precession!

SMPolarization*&*Energy*measurement*
Raja*and*Tollestrup*(1998)*Phys.*Rev.*D*58*013005**

� Electron energy (from decay) 
depends on polarization 
� polarization is ~25% � 10% 

 
 
 
 

 
� Measure � from fluctuations in 

electron decay energies 
�106 decays/m 

 <E�>  depends on Frequency 
� Frequencies can be measured very 

precisely  
� E, �E to 0.1 MeV or better (?) 
� need only > ~5% polarization ? 
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Higgs Factory Cooling

                              

• µ+µ– Higgs Factory requires  
exquisite energy precision:

 - use µ+µ– → h s-channel  
resonance, dE/E ≈  
0.003% ≈ Γh  = 4 MeV

⇒omit final cooling

 - 10–6 energy calib. via 
(g – 2)µ spin precession!

 - measure Γh, lineshape (& mh)  
via µ+µ– resonance scan

SMPolarization*&*Energy*measurement*
Raja*and*Tollestrup*(1998)*Phys.*Rev.*D*58*013005**

� Electron energy (from decay) 
depends on polarization 
� polarization is ~25% � 10% 

 
 
 
 

 
� Measure � from fluctuations in 

electron decay energies 
�106 decays/m 

 <E�>  depends on Frequency 
� Frequencies can be measured very 

precisely  
� E, �E to 0.1 MeV or better (?) 
� need only > ~5% polarization ? 
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� � 	��� � 		 � ��� 
 � 	� [P. Janot, HF2012]

Patrick Janot 

µ+µ� Collider%vs%e+e�%Collider%?%(2)%

!  A%µ+µ� collider%can%do%things%that%an%e+e�%collider%cannot%do%
◆  Direct%coupling%to%H%expected%to%be%larger%by%a%factor%mµ/me%

●  ,jh%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%[σpeak$=$70$pb$at$tree$level]$
◆  Beam%energy%spread%δE/E%may%be%reduced%to%3×10C5%

●  6D%Cooling,%no%beamstrahlung,%~no%bremsstrahlung%

●  For%%δE/E%%=%0.003%%%(δE%%~%3.6%MeV,%ΓH%~%4%MeV)%

➨  Corresponding%luminosity%~%1031%cmC2sC1%

Expect%2300%Higgs%events%in%100%pbC1/%year%

◆  Polarization,%beam%energy%and%energy%spectrum%

●  Can%be%measured%with%an%exquisite%precision%

➨  From%the%electrons%of%the%muon%decays%

◆  Then%measure%the%lineshape%of%the%Higgs%at%√s%~%mH%

●  FiveCpoint%scan,%50%+%100%+%200%+%100%+%50%pbC1%

➨  Precision%from%H→bb%and%WW%:%%

14 Nov 2012 
HF2012 : Higgs beyond LHC (Experiments) 

23 

( ) ( )HeeH →×≈→ −+−+ σµµσ 40000

σ(mH), TLEP 

, W, … 

, W, … 

mH% σPeak% ΓH%

0.1%MeV% 0.6%pb% 0.2%MeV%

10C6% 2.5%% 5%%

√s 

σ (pb) 

[16,17] 
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Higgs Factory Cooling

                              

• µ+µ– Higgs Factory requires  
exquisite energy precision:

 - use µ+µ– → h s-channel  
resonance, dE/E ≈  
0.003% ≈ Γh  = 4 MeV

⇒omit final cooling

 - 10–6 energy calib. via 
(g – 2)µ spin precession!

 - measure Γh, lineshape (& mh)  
via µ+µ– resonance scan

 o the only way to do so! 

SMPolarization*&*Energy*measurement*
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Higgs Factory Cooling

                              

• µ+µ– Higgs Factory requires  
exquisite energy precision:

 - use µ+µ– → h s-channel  
resonance, dE/E ≈  
0.003% ≈ Γh  = 4 MeV

⇒omit final cooling

 - 10–6 energy calib. via 
(g – 2)µ spin precession!

 - measure Γh, lineshape (& mh)  
via µ+µ– resonance scan

 o the only way to do so! 

 o and a key test of the SM 

SMPolarization*&*Energy*measurement*
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Some MC/NF source material:
– Neutrino Factory Feasibility Study II report [BNL-52623 (2001)] 
– Recent Progress in Neutrino Factory and Muon Collider Research within the Muon 

Collaboration [PRST Accel. Beams 6, 081001 (2003)] 
– Neutrino Factory and Beta Beam Experiments and Development 

[arXiv:physics/0411123, www.aps.org/policy/reports/multidivisional/neutrino/upload/
Neutrino_Factory_and_Beta_Beam_Experiments_and_Development_Working_Group.pdf (2004)]  

– Recent innovations in muon beam cooling [AIP Conf. Proc. 821, 405 (2006)] 
– International Design Study for the Neutrino Factory, Interim Design 

Report [arXiv:1112.2853] 

– Enabling Intensity and Energy Frontier Science with a Muon Accelerator 
Facility in the U.S.: A White Paper Submitted to the 2013 U.S. Community Summer Study of the 
Division of Particles and Fields of the American Physical Society [arXiv:1308.0494] 

– Pressurized H2 RF Cavities in Ionizing Beams and Magnetic Fields [PRL 111 (2013) 184802] 
– Muon Colliders, R.B. Palmer [Rev. Accel. Sci. Tech. 7 (2014) 137] 
– Operation of normal-conducting RF cavities in multi-tesla magnetic fields for muon 

ionization cooling: a feasibility demonstration [arXiv:1807.03473] 
– map.fnal.gov; www.cap.bnl.gov/mumu/; mice.iit.edu 
– JINST Special Issue on Muon Accelerators  

[iopscience.iop.org/journal/1748-0221/page/extraproc46]
Repository for final MAP 

and MICE papers

http://www.aps.org/policy/reports/multidivisional/neutrino/upload/Neutrino_Factory_and_Beta_Beam_Experiments_and_Development_Working_Group.pdf
http://www.aps.org/policy/reports/multidivisional/neutrino/upload/Neutrino_Factory_and_Beta_Beam_Experiments_and_Development_Working_Group.pdf
http://map.fnal.gov
http://www.cap.bnl.gov/mumu/
http://mice.iit.edu
http://iopscience.iop.org/journal/1748-0221/page/extraproc46
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Higgs Factory
• µ+µ– Higgs Factory requires  

exquisite energy precision:
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Higgs Factory
• µ+µ– Higgs Factory requires  

exquisite energy precision:

 - use µ+µ– → h s-channel  
resonance, dE/E ≈  
0.003% ≈ Γh  = 4 MeVSM
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• µ+µ– Higgs Factory requires  

exquisite energy precision:

 - use µ+µ– → h s-channel  
resonance, dE/E ≈  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Higgs Factory
• µ+µ– Higgs Factory requires  

exquisite energy precision:

 - use µ+µ– → h s-channel  
resonance, dE/E ≈  
0.003% ≈ Γh  = 4 MeV

⇒omit final cooling

 - 10–6 energy calib. via 
(g – 2)µ spin precession!

SMPolarization*&*Energy*measurement*
Raja*and*Tollestrup*(1998)*Phys.*Rev.*D*58*013005**

� Electron energy (from decay) 
depends on polarization 
� polarization is ~25% � 10% 

 
 
 
 

 
� Measure � from fluctuations in 

electron decay energies 
�106 decays/m 

 <E�>  depends on Frequency 
� Frequencies can be measured very 

precisely  
� E, �E to 0.1 MeV or better (?) 
� need only > ~5% polarization ? 

32 
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Higgs Factory

                              

• µ+µ– Higgs Factory requires  
exquisite energy precision:

 - use µ+µ– → h s-channel  
resonance, dE/E ≈  
0.003% ≈ Γh  = 4 MeV

⇒omit final cooling

 - 10–6 energy calib. via 
(g – 2)µ spin precession!

 - measure Γh, lineshape (& mh)  
via µ+µ– resonance scan

SMPolarization*&*Energy*measurement*
Raja*and*Tollestrup*(1998)*Phys.*Rev.*D*58*013005**

� Electron energy (from decay) 
depends on polarization 
� polarization is ~25% � 10% 

 
 
 
 

 
� Measure � from fluctuations in 

electron decay energies 
�106 decays/m 

 <E�>  depends on Frequency 
� Frequencies can be measured very 

precisely  
� E, �E to 0.1 MeV or better (?) 
� need only > ~5% polarization ? 
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� � 	��� � 		 � ��� 
 � 	� [P. Janot, HF2012]

Patrick Janot 

µ+µ� Collider%vs%e+e�%Collider%?%(2)%

!  A%µ+µ� collider%can%do%things%that%an%e+e�%collider%cannot%do%
◆  Direct%coupling%to%H%expected%to%be%larger%by%a%factor%mµ/me%

●  ,jh%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%[σpeak$=$70$pb$at$tree$level]$
◆  Beam%energy%spread%δE/E%may%be%reduced%to%3×10C5%

●  6D%Cooling,%no%beamstrahlung,%~no%bremsstrahlung%

●  For%%δE/E%%=%0.003%%%(δE%%~%3.6%MeV,%ΓH%~%4%MeV)%

➨  Corresponding%luminosity%~%1031%cmC2sC1%

Expect%2300%Higgs%events%in%100%pbC1/%year%

◆  Polarization,%beam%energy%and%energy%spectrum%

●  Can%be%measured%with%an%exquisite%precision%

➨  From%the%electrons%of%the%muon%decays%

◆  Then%measure%the%lineshape%of%the%Higgs%at%√s%~%mH%

●  FiveCpoint%scan,%50%+%100%+%200%+%100%+%50%pbC1%

➨  Precision%from%H→bb%and%WW%:%%

14 Nov 2012 
HF2012 : Higgs beyond LHC (Experiments) 

23 

( ) ( )HeeH →×≈→ −+−+ σµµσ 40000

σ(mH), TLEP 

, W, … 

, W, … 

mH% σPeak% ΓH%

0.1%MeV% 0.6%pb% 0.2%MeV%

10C6% 2.5%% 5%%

√s 

σ (pb) 
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Higgs Factory

                              

• µ+µ– Higgs Factory requires  
exquisite energy precision:

 - use µ+µ– → h s-channel  
resonance, dE/E ≈  
0.003% ≈ Γh  = 4 MeV

⇒omit final cooling

 - 10–6 energy calib. via 
(g – 2)µ spin precession!

 - measure Γh, lineshape (& mh)  
via µ+µ– resonance scan

 o the only way to do so! 
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Higgs Factory

                              

• µ+µ– Higgs Factory requires  
exquisite energy precision:

 - use µ+µ– → h s-channel  
resonance, dE/E ≈  
0.003% ≈ Γh  = 4 MeV

⇒omit final cooling

 - 10–6 energy calib. via 
(g – 2)µ spin precession!

 - measure Γh, lineshape (& mh)  
via µ+µ– resonance scan

 o the only way to do so! 

 o and a key test of the SM 
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Neutrino Factory Physics Reach
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[from P. Soler]

 
2 

  Neutrino Factory   

562 m 

❏  International Design Study for a Neutrino Factory (IDS-NF): 
―  Most sensitive facility for the study of CP violation in neutrinos 

MICE Results, NUFACT 2018, 16 August 2018  
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• Multi-MW beam likely to melt almost any solid 
target!

- so why not use liquid? 

- Hg (high-A) makes ≈equal #s of µ+ and µ–

o can remove radioactive spallation products by distillation

- container risky (erosion, shock), so free Hg jet

• Proof of principle:  MERcury Intense Target 
(MERIT) Experiment @ CERN

1. High-Power Target

59Muon	Accelerators	and	Results	from	MICE FNAL	Colloquium	2/19/20
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MERIT
• Experiment carried out @  

CERN nTOF facility in 2007

• BNL/CERN/KEK/ORNL/ 
Princeton collaboration

- Hg jet,1 cm diam, 20 m/s,  
jet axis at 33 mrad to  
magnet axis (B ≤ 15 T)

- concept demonstrated  
workable up to ≈8 MW 
 
[K. McDonald et al., Proc. IPAC’10]

The MICE ExperimentD. M. Kaplan, IIT HEP Seminar, U. Chicago

• Proof-of-principle demonstration of Hg-jet target for 4-MW proton beam, 
contained in a 15-T solenoid for maximal collection of soft secondary pions 

MERIT (MERcury Intense Target):

• Key parameters: 
– 14 & 24-GeV p beam, up to 3 & 1013

 p/2-'s spill in ( 8 bunches (“pump/probe”)
– 'r of proton bunch ( 1.5 mm, beam axis at 67 mrad to magnet axis 
– Hg jet of 1 cm diameter, v = 20 m/s, jet axis at 33 mrad to magnet axis 
– Each proton intercepts the Hg jet over 30 cm = 2 interaction lengths 

H. Kirk (BNL), K. McDonald (Princeton), et al. 
MERIT (MERcury Intense Target):

H. Kirk (BNL), K. McDonald (Princeton), et al.

• Proof-of-principle demonstration of Hg-jet target for 4-MW proton beam,
contained in a 15-T solenoid for maximal collection of soft secondary pions

15-T NC pulsed solenoid:
24

GeV
p

Hg pump

Viewports

• Key parameters:
– 24-GeV p beam, ! 8 bunches/pulse, up to 7 " 1012 p/bunch

– #
r
 of proton bunch = 1.2 mm, beam axis at 67 mrad to magnet axis

– Hg jet of 1 cm diameter, v = 20 m/s, jet axis at 33 mrad to magnet axis

– Each proton intercepts the Hg jet over 30 cm = 2 interaction lengths

• Timetable:
– 2003: LOI’s to CERN and JPARC

– 2004: Proposal to CERN; contract let to fabricate 15-T LN
2
-cooled NC magnet

– 2005: MERIT approved by CERN

– 2006: Commission magnet at MIT
Fabricate mercury delivery system and test with magnet at MIT
Fabricate cryogenic system

– 2007: Install experiment at CERN (nTOF area) and run

• Data taken Oct. 22 – Nov. 12, 2007: 
– Hg jet velocities of 15 & 20 m/s
– magnetic fields up to 15 T
– pulses up to 3 & 1013 protons in 2.5 's

39

• Analysis currently in progress...

cept of the pump-probe studies is illustrated in Fig. 5. Ei-
ther 6 or 12 bunches of 14-GeV protons were first ejected
from the CERN PS during one turn, and then the remaining
2 or 4 bunches were ejected during a subsequent turn, 40,
350 or 700 µs later. This could only be done with beams of
energy up to 14 GeV, and the maximum delay was 1 ms.
The ralative rates of secondary particles produced by

these bunches as recorded by one of the diamond detec-
tors is shown in Fig. 5. Data from both target-in and -out
events showed a rapid reduction of sensitivity of the dia-
mond detectors during a bunch train, with a recovery time
of order several hundredµs. Hence, the effect of disruption
of the mercury target by the pump bunches on the rate of
particle production during the pump bunches was gauged
by the following ratio

Ratio =

Probetarget−Probeno−target

Pumptarget−Pumpno−target

Probeno−target

Pumpno−target

(1)

The observed values of this ratio, shown in Fig. 6,
are consistent with no reduction in particle production for
bunches 40 or 350 µs after a first set of bunches, and about
5a mercury jet target, although disrupted by intense proton
bunches as shown in other studies [6], would remain fully
effective in producing pions during a bunch train of up to
300 µs as may be desirable for operation of a 4-MWproton
driver at a Neutrino Factory.

pCVD Diamond, beam-right 20deg, PS in h=16
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Figure 5: Response waveform of a diamond detector for
a beam pulse with 12 pump bunches, followed by 4 probe
bunches 40 µslater.

SUMMARY
TheMERIT experiment successfully took data in the au-

tumn of 2007 at the CERN PS, demonstrating the validity
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Figure 6: The probe/pump ratio for target-related particle
production as a function of delay of the probe bunches.

of the free mercury jet target principle as proposed sys-
tem for the generation of intense muon beams at interac-
tion with megawatt proton beams. The temporal analysis
of the particle production showed that despite the apparent
disruption of the mercury jet on the scale of several ms,
secondary particle production is little affected for several
hundrend µsafter the arrival of the first bunches of a train.
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Disruption Length Analysis (H. Park, PhD Thesis) 
Observe jet at viewport 3 at 500 frames/sec, 

measure total length of disruption           
of the mercury jet by the proton beam. 

Images for 10 Tp, 24 GeV, 10 T: 

Disruption length never longer than region of overlap of jet with proton 
beam. 

No disruption for pulses of < 2 Tp in 0 T (< 4 Tp in 10 T). 
Disruption length shorter at higher magnetic field. 
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RF Cavities in B Fields
• Muon cooling lattices put high-gradient normal-

conducting RF cavities close to focusing solenoids

• Effect studied at  
Fermilab MuCool  
Test Area (MTA)

• MTA has:

RF Cavity R&D
(ANL, LBNL, FNAL, IIT, JLab, UMiss)

• Muon Cooling calls for high-gradient, moderate-frequency, normal-conducting RF cavities
operable in high focusing magnetic fields

• Tests in progress at MuCool Test Area (MTA) near Fermilab Linac with full-scale and
1/4-scale closed-cell (pillbox) cavities (with novel Be windows)

 
            Prototype 201-MHz cavity

See J. Norem et al., “Dark Current, Breakdown, and Magnetic Field Effects in a Multicell, 805 MHz Cavity,” Phys. Rev. ST
Accel. Beams 6, 089901 (2003);

  A. Moretti et al., “Effects of High Solenoidal Magnetic Fields on Rf Accelerating Cavities,” Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 8,
072001 (2005);

  A. Hassanein, et al., “Effects of surface damage on rf cavity operation,” Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 9, 062001 (2006).
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RF Cavities in B Fields
• Muon cooling lattices put high-gradient normal-

conducting RF cavities close to focusing solenoids

• Effect studied at  
Fermilab MuCool  
Test Area (MTA)

• MTA has:

- 5 T solenoid

- 201 and 805 MHz RF  
power

- cryogenics infrastructure

- high-intensity 400 MeV H– beam

RF Cavity R&D
(ANL, LBNL, FNAL, IIT, JLab, UMiss)

• Muon Cooling calls for high-gradient, moderate-frequency, normal-conducting RF cavities
operable in high focusing magnetic fields

• Tests in progress at MuCool Test Area (MTA) near Fermilab Linac with full-scale and
1/4-scale closed-cell (pillbox) cavities (with novel Be windows)
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See J. Norem et al., “Dark Current, Breakdown, and Magnetic Field Effects in a Multicell, 805 MHz Cavity,” Phys. Rev. ST
Accel. Beams 6, 089901 (2003);

  A. Moretti et al., “Effects of High Solenoidal Magnetic Fields on Rf Accelerating Cavities,” Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 8,
072001 (2005);

  A. Hassanein, et al., “Effects of surface damage on rf cavity operation,” Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 9, 062001 (2006).
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RF Cavities in B Fields
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RF Cavities in B Fields
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Safe operating limit 
vs. Magnetic Field• Observe performance 

degradation for B ~ T

• Possible solutions:

- surfaces that 
o suppress breakdown  

(very smooth and/or special 
materials/coatings)

o minimize breakdown-  
induced damage

- high-pressure cavities 
o H2 gas; dE/dx absorber,  

as well as breakdown  
suppressant
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RF Cavities in B Fields
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Safe operating limit 
vs. Magnetic Field• Observe performance 

degradation for B ~ T

• Possible solutions:

- surfaces that 
o suppress breakdown  

(very smooth and/or special 
materials/coatings)

o minimize breakdown-  
induced damage

- high-pressure cavities 
o H2 gas; dE/dx absorber,  

as well as breakdown  
suppressant

All are under study...

- one possibility:  RF coupler issues 
at high B

o supported by recent “all-seasons-  
cavity” result:  25 MV/m at 3 T

➡will learn more this year
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Study interaction of intense beam with dense H2 !
in high gradient RF field"
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0.8

1.0

Time �s⇥

E
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Beam signal"
(7.5 μs)"

RF power is lost"
due to plasma loading"

RF power is recovered"
when beam is off"

RF pulse length"
(80 μs)"

p + H2 � p + H2
+ + e-"

Ionization process"
1,200 e-/cm are generated by "
incident p @ K = 400 MeV"

ν= 802 MHz"
Gas pressure = 950 psi"
Beam intensity = 2 108 /bunch"

11/02/11" 9"Joint MAP & High Gradient RF Workshop, 
K. Yonehara"

Plasma loading in pure H2 gas"

Equilibrium condition"
Electron production rate"
= Recombination rate"

Detail beam profile study"
will be presented by Mukti"
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Study electronegative gas effect!
GH2 ⇥ SF6 ⇤0.01 �⌅ ⇤950 psi⌅

E0 ⇤ 30 MV⇧m, p⇧bunch ⇤ 2 ⇧ 108
E⇧p ⇤ 6.1 V⇧cm⇧mmHg

GH2 ⇤950 psi⌅
E0 ⇤ 30 MV⇧m, p⇧bunch ⇤ 5 ⇧ 107

E⇧p ⇤ 6.1 V⇧cm⇧mmHg

Beam on
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11/02/11% 11%Joint%MAP%&%High%Gradient%RF%Workshop,%K.%
Yonehara%

SF6 removes residual electrons!
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Compare with muon beam structure!
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11/02/11! 12!Joint MAP & High Gradient RF Workshop, 
K. Yonehara!

•  E/p in helical 6D cooling channel is 1.6 V/cm/mm Hg !
•  Bunch gap is 5 ns!
•  Electron capture time looks to be fast enough for real application!
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Final Cooling
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Final Cooling
• Palmer final-cooling cell:  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Final Cooling
• Palmer final-cooling cell:  
 
 
 
 

One stage

M
uo

n Accelerator

Program

❍ Cooling limited to ≈ 20% before dE/dx → excessive

❍ Drift needed to phase rotate to new longer bunch and ok dE/dx

❍ Field must be reversed to avoid angular momentum build up

August 24–26, 2010 MAP Review—Final Cooling—R.B.Palmer 5
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FIGURE 12. OST BSCCO-2212 round wire JE results as a function of applied field at 4.2 K for three different 
samples and comparison with companyAs data. 
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FIGURE 13. JE comparison at 4.2 K between NbTi, Nb3Sn, BSCCO-2212 wire and BSCCO-2223 tape as a 
function of applied magnetic field. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

A measurement apparatus was set up to measure the dc characteristics of HTS tapes and 
wires under applied magnetic fields at various temperatures. Test temperatures from 4.2 K to 
34 K were achieved for BSCCO-2223 tapes and a BSCCO-2212 round wire while providing 
up to 1000 A of current and magnetic field magnitudes up to 15 T. The data acquired from the 
measurements performed using the designed sample holders are consistent with similar 

- HTS JE @ 4.2 K quite flat vs B:

E. Barzi et al., CEC/ICMC’05, 
Advances in Cryogenic 
Engineering 52, 416 (2006)

(∃ YBCO 33.8 T hybrid solenoid @ NHMFL)
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- Beam energy falls from 70 MeV 
(135 MeV/c) to ≈ 6 MeV

- Bunch length rises from 5 cm to 
300 cm rms

- Beam rms radius falls from  
2 cm to 6 mm, ε⊥ to 23 µm

- 65% transmission
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FIGURE 13. JE comparison at 4.2 K between NbTi, Nb3Sn, BSCCO-2212 wire and BSCCO-2223 tape as a 
function of applied magnetic field. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

A measurement apparatus was set up to measure the dc characteristics of HTS tapes and 
wires under applied magnetic fields at various temperatures. Test temperatures from 4.2 K to 
34 K were achieved for BSCCO-2223 tapes and a BSCCO-2212 round wire while providing 
up to 1000 A of current and magnetic field magnitudes up to 15 T. The data acquired from the 
measurements performed using the designed sample holders are consistent with similar 

- HTS JE @ 4.2 K quite flat vs B:

E. Barzi et al., CEC/ICMC’05, 
Advances in Cryogenic 
Engineering 52, 416 (2006)

(∃ YBCO 33.8 T hybrid solenoid @ NHMFL)
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• Typically the most expensive 
subsystem

• Initial linac

• Then recirculating linacs (RLA) & FFAG(s)

• Finally, rapid-cycling synchrotrons (RCS)

• RCS (to 750 GeV) uses hybrid 8T SC and –1.8 to 
+1.8 T pulsed dipoles 

Hybrid Ramping Synchrotron

M
uo

n Accelerator

Program

❍ Keep average field high: mix
❑ Fixed-field superconducting dipoles
❑ Ramped (−1.8 T to +1.8 T) warm dipoles

❍ Closed orbit changes during acceleration

NC
SCQF QD

Dimensions in m

0.0

0.1

0 10 20 30

August 24–26, 2010 MAP Review—Muon Acceleration (J. S. Berg) 9

Neutrino Factory

M
uo

n Accelerator

Program

! Well-defined acceleration scenario
! Linac to 0.9 GeV

" Make beam sufficiently relativistic
" Reduce relative energy spread and beam size

! Two 4.5-pass “dogbone” RLAs to 3.6/12.6 GeV
! FFAG to 25 GeV: 12.5 turns

" Good efficiency

12.6–25 GeV FFAG

3.6–12.6 GeV RLA

0.9–3.6 GeV
RLA

Linac to
0.9 GeV

August 24–26, 2010 MAP Review—Muon Acceleration (J. S. Berg) 4

IDS-NF

3. Muon Acceleration

increasingly 
cost-
effective}
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• Baseline designs use novel, non-scaling, fixed-field alternating-
gradient (FFAG) accelerators

- lattice includes both in-  
& out-bends for large  
∆p/p acceptance

- “serpentine” acceleration,  
between buckets, quickly crossing multiple resonances

- proof of principle:  Electron Machine with Many Applications 
(EMMA) @ Daresbury Lab

3. Muon Acceleration

Goals of EMMA

Serpentine Acceleration
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(“non-scaling” 
in that trajectories at 

different momenta dissimilar)
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• Started 2007

• 1st beam 2010

- electron acceleration successful

• Proposed NS-FFAG applications 
include proton drivers, muon 
accelerators, cancer therapy, 
subcritical U&Th fission reactors...
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126$GeV$�+)�)$Collider$$

� 8 GeV, 4MW Proton Source 
� 15 Hz, 4 bunches 5×1013/bunch 

� ��� collection,  bunching, cooling  
�  ��,N =400 � mm-mrad, ����= 2 � mm 

�1012 �/ bunch 

� Accelerate, Collider ring 
� �E = 4 MeV, C=300m 
� Detector 
� monitor polarization precession  
� for energy measurement 
� �Eerror  �  0.1 MeV  
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• Note s-channel  
enhancement:

(mµ/me)2 → 
× 43,000 in  
cross section 
vis-à-vis e+e–
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• Note s-channel  
enhancement:

(mµ/me)2 → 
× 43,000 in  
cross section 
vis-à-vis e+e–

• So 1031 suffices

• Commission  
on the Z 

0  
(“giga-Z”)

• Subsequently  
upgrade to 1032

Higgs%MC%Parameters%.Upgrade%

Parameter Symbol Value 
Proton Beam Power! P

p
! 4 MW!

Bunch frequency! F
p
! 15 Hz !

Protons per bunch! N
p
! 4×5×1013!

Proton beam energy! E
p
! 8 GeV!

Number of muon bunches ! n
B
! 1!

�+/-/ bunch N� 5×1012 
Transverse emittance �

t,N
 0.0002m 

Collision �*! �*! 0.05m!
Collision �

max
! �*! 1000m!

Beam size at collision! �
x,y

! 200000nm 
Beam size (arcs)! �

x,y
! 0.3cm!

Beam size IR quad! �
max

! 4cm!
Collision Beam Energy! E�+

,E�_ 62.5(125geV total) 
Storage turns ! N

t
! 1300!

Luminosity L
0
 1032 

Proton Linac 8 GeV 

Accumulator, 
Buncher 

Hg target 

Linac 

RLAs 

Collider Ring 

Drift, Bunch, Cool 

�Reduce transverse emittance to 0.0002m 
�More Protons/pulse (15 Hz) 

��BB =0.027 

+4�1 bunch 
combiner 

50000 H/yr 
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4. Collider Ring
• Example 2.5 km storage ring for √s = 1.5 TeV: 

 

correctors

sextupoles bends

Dx (m)

quads

RF

multipoles for higher order chrom. correction

√βx 

√βy Chrom. Correction Block β* = 1 cm

[Y. Alexahin et al., FNAL]
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Table 2. Example parameters for a 1.5 TeV (c.m.) muon collider [26]. 
 LEMC HEMC 
Avg. luminosity  (1034 cmK2 sK1) 2.7 1 
Avg. bending field  (T) 10 8 
Proton driver repetition rate  (Hz) 65 15 
�*  (cm) 0.5 1 
Muons per bunch  (1011) 1 20 
Muon bunches in collider  (each sign) 10 1 
Norm. Transv. Emittance  (�m) 2.1 25 
Norm. Long. Emittance  (m) 0.35 0.07 
Energy spread  (%) 1 0.1 

 
 
optimization. Note that the various NF feasibility studies have provided the muon 
accelerator R&D community with experience in the process of exploring several options 
for various subsystems, then down-selecting to a single choice for each, and finally 
conducting an end-to-end study of the chosen configuration. We have modeled our down-
selection plan, described in Section 3.1.4, on this experience. 
 
 
3.1.2  Goals 
 
As already noted, one of the major goals of the current R&D program is to choose among 
the accelerator alternatives and select a single initial collider configuration by 2013 (see 
Table 3). To accomplish this, we anticipate the following steps: 
 

(i) Develop an initial end-to-end design for a multi-TeV MC that is based on 
demonstrated technologies and/or technologies that can be demonstrated after a 
specified R&D program. Identify and document the key R&D tasks. 
 
(ii) By means of preliminary end-to-end simulations (including beam-beam 
simulations to give luminosity estimates), demonstrate that the design will meet the 
required machine performance parameters. The subsystems simulated will be based 
on sufficient engineering input to ensure that the assumed design includes a 
reasonable level of realism (i.e., realistic gradients, magnetic fields, alignment 
tolerances, safety windows, spatial constraints, etc.). Simulations will cover proton 
driver, target, and all downstream systems up to and including the collider ring; beam 
transfers between systems will be included as part of the simulation. 
 
(iii) Document the initial machine configuration, including required technologies, 
description of subsystems, performance estimates (luminosity, cooling performance, 
backgrounds), and, if possible, fabrication and installation approaches (sufficient for 
initial costing purposes). 

 
 

–
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